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Base Price

$909,900 4 Beds | 5 Baths | 1 Half Bath | 2 Levels | 2 Garage

About This Plan
The largest of our Brightwell Crossing portfolio of homes, the Potomac is like the river it was named for, flowing and

dramatic. Our designer looked beyond traditional parameters to add excitement to this home. Starting with the

courtyard entrance in the front, it is evident this home was created with flair. Inside the Potomac, the floor plan

radiates from a dramatic, circular gallery that makes it clear this is not the usual home design. Punctuated by open

spaces, large rooms, ample storage, and a grand kitchen, the first floor has generous, open flow from room to room.

On the second floor, you will enjoy an Owners' Suite with fireplace, Sitting Room and spa bath - or utilize some of the

expansive area for an even larger walk-in closet. Three more bedrooms and two more baths surround the central

gallery. You can broaden the living space with an optional room above the garage which includes its own entrance.

This space, complete with a full bath, is perfect for a home office, room for household help, a teen getaway or any

number of other uses. An elevator is a choice for this home design so all three floors can be easily accessible to all

members of your household.
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dramatic. Our designer looked beyond traditional parameters to add excitement to this home. Starting with the

courtyard entrance in the front, it is evident this home was created with flair. Inside the Potomac, the floor plan

radiates from a dramatic, circular gallery that makes it clear this is not the usual home design. Punctuated by open

spaces, large rooms, ample storage, and a grand kitchen, the first floor has generous, open flow from room to room.
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members of your household.
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